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Frequently Asked Questions
Q: Can my pet do his/her business in the wheelchair?

A: Yes, your pet may urinate and defecate while using 
Walkin’ Wheels.

Q:   Can my pet use his/her rear legs in the wheelchair?

A: Yes. Unless the rear legs are paralyzed, allowing 
the dog to use his/her hind legs helps to maintain 
the musculature. If the rear legs are paralyzed, 
using the stirrups will keep the dog’s legs 
from dragging on the ground.

Q: How do I know what size Walkin’ Wheels my 
dog needs?

A: Our simple online Walkin’ Wheels SureFitTM 
Calculator determines the right size for you! Just 
type in your dog’s breed, weight, and one or two 
measurements, and the SureFitTM Calculator will 
do the rest: www.WalkinPets.com/wwsizing

Q: What is the resale value of Walkin’ Wheels?

A: Because a Walkin’ Wheels wheelchair is fully 
adjustable, it can be easily resold or donated 
to benefit another dog.

WALKIN’ WHEELS® 
ADJUSTABLE DOG WHEELCHAIR
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WALKIN’ WHEELS REHAB • MOBILITY WALKIN’ WHEELS
ADVANTAGES SOLUTIONS SIZES

Pets affected by diseases or 
conditions that impair the strength 
in their hind or front limbs can find 

a new lease on life with 
Walkin’ Wheels! 

TOGETHER WE MOVE PETS

Veterinarians and other pet care professionals: call to inquire about professional pricing discounts.

MINI: For toy dog breeds, cats, and other  
small animals weighing 2 to 10 lbs.

SMALL: For small dog breeds weighing 
11 to 25 lbs.

CORGI: Pembroke and Cardigan Welsh Corgi 
breeds weighing 20 to 39 lbs.

MEDIUM: For medium to large dog breeds 
weighing 26 to 69 lbs.

LARGE: For large and extra-large dog 
breeds weighing 70 to 180 lbs.  

Walkin’ Wheels® wheelchairs are 
life-changing tools, enabling pets to 
go for walks, play fetch, and regain 
their independence.

Walkin’ Wheels wheelchairs provide 
an extremely simple solution for pets 
experiencing mobility challenges.

The fully adjustable Walkin’ Wheels 
wheelchair is preferred by veterinary 
professionals, animal caretakers, and pet 
parents worldwide.

Walkin’ Wheels are ideal for both long-
term use to keep dogs active or short-
term rehabilitative use.

Visit our online Walkin’ Wheels 
SureFitTM Calculator: 

WalkinPets.com/wwsizing

 Great fit with simple measurements

 Fully adjustable in height • length • width

 Same day shipping

 Durable, lightweight, aluminum frame

 Adjustable, snap-in wheels and struts

 Small/Medium/Large/Corgi available 
      in blue, pink, seafoam or camo (MINI in blue)

 Optional Walkin’ Wheels accessories 

 Folds flat for easy transport (Medium/Large)

 Customer support through phone, email, 
     and live chat on website & fitting evaluations

 Easy to resell because of adjustability

 All-terrain foam tires come standard; air tires for 
     very   active dogs an optional upgrade

 Mobility loss due to 
natural aging

 Degenerative 
myelopathy (DM)

 Neurological 
conditions

 Surgical or injury 
recovery

 Arthritis

 Paralysis

 ACL injuries

 Intervertebral disc 
disease (IVDD)

 Amputations

 Hip dysplasia

 Physical therapy & 
strength training

FRONT WHEEL ATTACHMENT:
Converts a rear Walkin’ Wheels into a Full 
Support/4-Wheel Walkin’ Wheels for longterm 
or rehabilitative use for pets with weak front 
and hind legs.www.WalkinPets.com

Walkin’ Wheels retail for $199-$479.
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